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ALUMINUM FRAME PAINTING COLOR
Aluminum is an environmental friendly,
light and tough metal with an excellent
strength to weight ratio and corrosion
resistance, making it an ideal material
for outdoor furniture. By powder coating
we give to the aluminum an advanced
method of applying protective, resistance
to chemicals, corrosion, UV weathering
and decorative coating. Choose your
Bivaq furniture finish among all these
painting colors:

10- white text

11- ivory text

29- stone

14- grey aluminum

39- beige grey

12- cement green

15- olive green

13- maroon oxide

26- brown cobre

23- antracita

34- grafito

TABLE / BENCH TOP
Dats bench: top only available in white
compact, dekton and iroko.
Tempered glass
Tempered at high temperatures and
lacquered for optimum resistance to the
elements. The glass is acid washed to
obtain a matte surface that does not
stain and requires little care. Glass is
scratch resistant, impervious to moisture,
and therefore is almost completely stain
resistant.

HPL Compact top
HPL Compact is a high pressure structural
laminate, built up from multiple layers of
wood-based fibers impregnated with
thermosetting resins and surface layers
on both sides, having decorative colors
or designs. Thicknesses from 10mm to
12mm it is particularly suited to use in high
humidity, high impact areas. Compact is
impressively strong and damage resistant
and has remarkable structural stability
weather and light protecting properties.

Dekton®
Dekton is made from a mixture of inorganic
raw materials found in glass, porcelain
tile and natural quartz. The process by
which it is made combines technologies
from these three industries, resulting in
a proprietary new advancement called
Particle Sintering Technology (PST). Some
of the more prominent characteristics of
Dekton are: Highly Resistant to (UV) Light,
Suitable for Outdoor use, non-porous
Surface, temperature Resistant, High
Mechanical Resistance, color stability,
low maintenance, non-combustibility,
dimensional stability.

80- white

87- stone

81- chocolate

50- white

51- antracita

54- brown

78- danae

01- strato

02- galema

04- domoos

Iroko
Iroko is an intertropical African tree that
is characterized by it is durable timber
which does not require any preservation
treatment and therefore offers economic
and
ecological
advantages
that
make it an ideal material for outdoor
use. Moreover, iroko has an interesting
potential in carbon dioxide sequestration
and soil improvement. Also is a highly
durable hardwood that is both insect and
rot resistant, making it the ideal type of
wood for outdoor furniture products.

Designed and manufactured
in Barcelona, Spain

70- iroko
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03- keranium

